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American Horror Story
Cult Quiz 3

1. What does Ally lace the pasta and wine with that she serves to Ivy, causing Ivy to collapse and die?

2. Whose murders does Kai recount to the militiamen whilst revealing his master plan?

3. After suspecting a mole has infiltrated his cult, Kai slips into a state of manic paranoia which
plagues him with vision of his dead brother and which cult leader?

4. Who does Kai tearfully strangle to death after Ally singles them out as the mole?

5. Who is identified as the actual mole within Kai's cult?

6. How many pregnant women does the cult intend to massacre?

7. Whilst she was institutionalized, who recruited Ally as an informant?

8. How does Kai escape from the maximum security prison?

9. After Kai infiltrates a televised political debate between Ally and her opponent, he points a gun to
Ally's head and pulls the trigger. How did Ally survive?

10. Who shoot's Kai in the head, killing him?

11. By the vast majority of whose votes did Ally win the Senate seat?

12. What item of clothing does Ally don as she departs to attend a meeting, similarly worn by Valerie
Solana's group?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Arsenic
2. The Tate murders
3. Charles Manson
4. Winter
5. Militiaman Speedwagon
6. One hundred

7. The FBI
8. He rebuilt his cult behind bars of inmates and a

securiry guard
9. The gun was unloaded
10. Beverly
11. Womens
12. Green Cloak
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